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Glossary

Absorption - Interaction of light with matter in which energy is taken up. In this thesis absorption refers to an infrared light source causing a change in the energy levels of the hydrogen molecule or the MOF material.

Adsorption - surface van der Waals or dipole dipole interactions between molecular hydrogen and the materials which trap it.

cm$^{-1}$ - Wavenumbers defined as inverse wavelength in spectroscopic applications $1/\lambda$. Wavenumbers are used as a unit of energy in this thesis using the relationship $E = hc/\lambda$. Wavenumbers can be converted into temperature (in Kelvin) using the relationship $E = k_B T$ where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant $1 \text{ cm}^{-1} = 1.439 \text{ K}$.

Energy Units - Other units of energy useful in this thesis are meV and kJ/mol which are commonly used to describe the binding energy of a hydrogen molecule to a MOF material. Using similar conversions through energy $1 \text{ meV} = 11.604 \text{ K}$ and $1 \text{ kJ/mol} = 120.3 \text{ K}$.

Hydrogen - In this thesis hydrogen is used to refer to all isotopologues in general. $\text{H}_2$, HD and $\text{D}_2$ is used to refer to each isotopologue specifically. An isotope is an atom that differs in the neutron number while having the same proton number, i.e. H and D are isotopes. An isotopologue is a molecule that differs only in its isotope content.

MOF - Metal-Organic Framework, a nanoporous crystalline material, made up of metal atoms connected by aromatic linkers.

S peaks - Peaks in intensity associated with rotational transitions where the rotational quantum number increases by two, $\Delta J = +2$, in addition to a vibrational transition.

Q peaks - Peaks in intensity associated with vibrational transitions where only the $\nu$ quantum number changes and $\Delta J = 0$. 
Executive Summary

Metal-organic frameworks or MOFs are adsorbent nanoporous materials made out of metal atoms and organic linker molecules. They are highly tailorable molecular structures which accommodate a large amount of modification. They are promising for applications such as gas storage and gas separation. Global climate change is a pressing issue that requires clean energy technologies to power processes like transportation. The burning of fossil fuels in cars contributes to the increasing amounts of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Alternative methods of storing and transferring energy, like hydrogen, are needed. However the problem of storing such gases is unsolved since high pressure gas tanks are both heavy and dangerous and thus not a feasible option. One possible solution is to use adsorbent materials which hydrogen will 'stick' to in order to achieve dense storage without high pressures. Metal-Organic Frameworks or MOFs are one such class of materials. Since no ideal MOF material for storage exists so it is necessary to study the gas-MOF interactions to better understand them and learn enough to build a practical structure.

Metal-organic frameworks have also been shown to be more immediately useful for gas separation applications. In his thesis Chris Pierce [1] studied the possibilities for hydrogen isotope separation in the material known as MOF-74 via gas adsorption measurements. This study confirmed that MOF-74 is promising for isolating deuterium, a rare and useful isotope of hydrogen, used in scientific, medical and nuclear applications [2]. Recently others have experimentally confirmed this possibility [3]. To extend this work we have developed methods to study the dynamics of all trapped isotopes. In this thesis we study the prototypical material called MOF-5. We use infrared spectroscopy to study the frequencies of light absorbed by trapped hydrogen molecules. MOF-5 is one of the most studied and best understood of the metal-organic frameworks. Thus it is an ideal system in which to test our technique of overtone spectroscopy. Molecules, like musical instruments have higher harmonics or overtones one of which occurs at twice the fundamental frequency or an octave above the original note. The overtones are usually much weaker than the fundamental frequencies. However in our MOF-5 system they are stronger than predicted by theory developed for gas phase hydrogen, indicating a significant change in the molecule from gaseous form. The overtone spectrum stands out clearly and provides a new tool to study the trapped molecules’ behavior. It greatly aids our study of hydrogen isotopes which without overtone spectroscopy is prohibitively challenging. This will add to the understanding of metal-organic frameworks and aid in the quest to develop new materials for isotope separation, hydrogen storage and other applications.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Global climate change is a pressing worldwide problem which most scientists agree is caused primarily by human activities These include the burning of fossil fuels for processes such as transportation [4]. It is an important scientific challenge to devise new ways of powering transportation that do not add to the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Molecular hydrogen offers much promise in the practical transportation of energy. It could allow energy from renewable sources like wind to be used in cars and other applications. It acts as an ideal energy carrier in a closed cycle with no polluting by-products. Water is separated into H\(_2\) and O\(_2\) by hydrolysis. The H\(_2\) is then stored in some material for use in a fuel cell which produces energy through oxidation and only releases water vapor. One kg of H\(_2\) can release more energy than 7 kg of coal or 3 kg of gasoline [5]. However as H\(_2\) is a gas at room temperature it has a huge volume and requires a condensed storage form. High pressure storage is dangerous and heavy; liquid storage requires cooling to extremely low temperatures, below 20 K [6]. Thus much research is devoted to fabricating new materials to trap hydrogen directly from gas form. The Department of Energy has stated targets for the capacities for H\(_2\) storage materials: of 7.5 \% wt for gravimetric density, and 70 g/L for volumetric density [7].

Possible materials which have been proposed to solve this problem include solid-state materials such as metal hydrides, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and zeolites [5]. In these materials the hydrogen is either disassociated and stored in atomic form, where it is bonded to the material, or stored through physisorption where the hydrogen retains its molecular form. Much work has gone into exploring the possibilities for solid-state storage [5, 8, 9]. The disadvantage of atomic hydrogen storage used in materials such as metal hydrides is that the material must be heated to hundreds of °C before hydrogen is
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released. This makes it impractical especially for mobile applications [8]. Metal-organic frameworks use the second mechanism of molecular storage. While they cannot store hydrogen at room temperature and require cryogenic cooling for storage, they are as a consequence able to desorb hydrogen without heating. MOFs in general are an exciting avenue of investigation because of their potential to be tuned for specific applications which go beyond storage to include gas separation and catalyzation.

Another application for MOFs which is of much theoretical and practical interest is isotopologue separation. In his thesis Chris Pierce [1] explored the possibility of H₂, D₂ separation using the isostructural series of materials M-MOF-74 (M = Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn). Isotopologue separation is extremely challenging since it cannot rely on size differences, or charge differences. In hydrogen the only significant difference between isotopologues for the purpose of separation is the mass. Deuterium is desirable to isolate as it is extremely useful for both scientific and medical applications and is used in nuclear reactors. The current method of separation is electrolysis of D₂O or heavy water produced using the Girdler Sulfide process with a selectivity of 1.6 [2]. FitzGerald et. al. predicted a selectivity of 5 at 77 K using the preferential absorbance of D₂ in the material known as Ni-MOF-74 due to its lower zero point energy. More recently Oh et. al. [3] have demonstrated an enrichment of D₂ from 5% to 95% over a three cycle process using the material Co-MOF-74. These results are promising and, as the authors of ref [3] comment, will hopefully lead to the development of nanoporous materials with higher selectivities in order to achieve separation at higher temperatures. However in order to build such materials the isotopologue effect must be understood in more detail. While infrared spectroscopy is an excellent way of probing the quantum mechanical behavior of hydrogen in MOFs it is complicated by the fact that many of the transitions coincide with IR peaks from the MOFs themselves particularly for the isotopologue D₂ (Fig. 1.2). In this thesis I present overtone spectroscopy using diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) as a method for avoiding this coincidence.

![Figure 1.1: The closed cycle reaction involved in using H₂ as an energy carrier.](image-url)
and for studying all isotopologues of hydrogen. Fortuitously the overtone technique is most sensitive to hydrogen bound at the primary or metal site which is the structural feature responsible for selectivity.

1.1.1 Metal-Organic Frameworks

Metal-Organic Frameworks are an exciting new class of materials that have the potential to solve these challenging problems in gas storage and contribute to available technology for gas separation and catalysis. They are made out of metal complexes linked by organic chains to form highly complex crystalline structures with many pores available for gas sequestration and adsorption. Their multiple adsorption sites and large internal surface areas allow them to densely store gases without dangerously high pressures that occur in gas tanks. In principle it is possible to choose the metal and linker to make the ideal MOF structure for a specific application [10]. Much work has been done on evaluating MOFs for their practical possibility for hydrogen storage [10–12]. However many requirements are unsatisfied for a practical storage material, perhaps most importantly creating a material with a large enough binding energy for hydrogen so that it can store gas at room temperatures and comply with the Department of Energy targets [7]. Presently no existing material is adequate, so new materials must be discovered and synthesized. Since there are so many possible MOF structures it is impractical to build all of them. Theoretical work is being done to attempt to understand the gas MOF interactions [13]. Infrared measurements of the spectrum of adsorbed molecules have the possibility to be important input for computational models and have already been used to motivate theory [14].

1.1.2 Overtone

The fundamental spectrum of adsorbed hydrogen consisting of peaks due to transitions from the vibrational ground to first excited state in various metal-organic frameworks has been extensively studied [15–20]. The overtone spectrum, or vibrational ground to second excited state transition, has been less studied. The adsorbed hydrogen signal is small even in the fundamental region. Since the overtone transitions only arise from small deviations of the hydrogen molecule from simple harmonic behavior either in the internuclear potential or the wavefunction (section 3.2.1.3) they are expected to be much weaker. Thus many techniques cannot detect it in the overtone. This is due to the large reduction of the intensity of overtone peaks relative to the fundamental. The intensity of the overtones is predicted to be about 2-5% of the intensity of the fundamental for
gas phase H$_2$ (Ch. 6). Experimental study of the overtone in gas phase hydrogen [21–23] and on hydrogen trapped in zeolites [24–26] has been done but suffers from weak intensity in the gas phase and inability to resolve peaks in zeolites. However the overtone is worth the effort of detection as we show in this thesis because it adds information to the picture of hydrogen dynamics. The great advantage the overtone is that it is unlikely to overlap with any peaks due to the MOF material (Fig. 1.2). As a consequence it has the potential to resolve ambiguities in peak assignment which exist in the fundamental spectrum. Furthermore the overtone can reveal information about hydrogen molecule itself due to the discrepancies between standard theory for free hydrogen and observed hydrogen behavior in the MOF.

![Figure 1.2: A raw spectrum of MOF-5 taken using the MCT detector. The fundamental gas phase frequencies for H$_2$, HD and D$_2$ are shown as black dotted lines while the overtone gas phase frequencies are shown in blue. This spectrum demonstrates the advantage of studying the overtone region where there are no MOF-5 peaks.](image)

1.2 Outline

In chapter 2 we introduce the material used in this study, MOF-5, and explain why it was chosen. In chapter 3 we present the necessary background theory for this work. In chapter 4 we describe our experimental setup, procedure, and the modifications from previous experiments necessary for overtone spectroscopy. In chapter 5 we present the
bulk of our results which demonstrate the promise of overtone spectroscopy. In chapter 6 we explore the change in the nature of the hydrogen spectrum in the overtone which informs us about the binding of the hydrogen to the metal site. In chapter 7 we describe future work. Finally we conclude this thesis in chapter 8.
Chapter 2

MOF-5

2.1 Introduction to MOF-5

The nanoporous crystalline structure known as MOF-5 or isoreticular metal organic framework 1 (IR-MOF-1) is a prototypical example of a metal organic framework. It has been extensively studied and is a good candidate for industrial applications. The location of gas molecules loaded in MOF-5 has been probed through both neutron diffraction [27, 28] and x-ray diffraction [29]. Adsorption isotherms have been used to study gas uptake [30]. MOF-5 has aroused interest for its high capacity for hydrogen storage, by weight up to 11 % measured at 3.5 K [28]. This is the highest to date of any MOF. It has a cubic structure shown in Fig. 2.1 with the formula unit Zn$_4$O(BDC)$_3$. The framework is made of Zn$_4$O clusters at the vertices of the cube, connected by 1, 4-benzenedicarboxylate (BDC) linkers. It is synthesized using wet chemistry techniques first described by Li et. al. [31]. Due to the geometry of the metal clusters MOF-5 has alternating pore sizes (Fig. 2.2). The location of adsorbed hydrogen in this structure has been probed using neutron diffraction of deuterium loaded in MOF-5 [28]. In neutron diffraction D$_2$ is used rather than H$_2$ due to the large incoherent scattering cross section of H$_2$. Multiple binding sites for hydrogen have been identified in the structure. This includes the primary metal site (also known as the α site or cup site) which is positioned at the corners of the large pores. The Zn$_4$O clusters form tetrahedrons at the corners of the cube. Each face of a tetrahedra makes up a primary site which is associated with three equidistant Zn atoms and thus has three-fold symmetry (Fig. 2.3). The metal has the largest binding energy of all hydrogen sites and thus is likely to be occupied first. In principal at low enough temperatures the metal site would be totally occupied before any other sites. Our previous infrared study of hydrogen in MOF-5, summarized in FitzGerald et. al. [15] and in Hopkins’ thesis [32], estimated a binding energy of 4
MOF-5 is the obvious candidate to test an overtone spectroscopy approach to analyzing hydrogen dynamics. In addition to being of practical importance and so well characterized it also has some of the sharpest and most well defined transition peaks both in infrared spectroscopy and inelastic neutron scattering [33] which similarly to infrared can probe the dynamics of trapped hydrogen. Additionally the fundamental spectrum of hydrogen in MOF-5 has been analyzed theoretically [14]. Since the fundamental spectrum of MOF-5 is well known it is an ideal starting point for studying the overtone spectrum.
Figure 2.2: Space filling representation of MOF-5 structure. Large pores are represented as yellow spheres and smaller pores represented as orange. MOF-5 has a face-centered cubic structure. While the vertices of the unit cell do not correspond to any atom position, the pores can be thought of as making up the structure either as a face-centered cubic with large pores in the middle and midpoints of sides and small pores on the vertices and faces or as an intersecting simple cubic lattice made up of the two types of pores, similar to NaCl structure. Image Courtesy of Jesse Rowsell.

Figure 2.3: MOF-5 primary metal site. The metal site is at the corner of large pores. Here hydrogen is equidistant from three Zn atoms and experiences a potential surface with three-fold symmetry. Image Courtesy of Jesse Rowsell.
Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Infrared Transitions

Infrared spectroscopy uses infrared light to study a molecule or material. To first approximation this is the interaction of light with the electric dipole moment, or separation of charge, of a molecule. It is possible to study interactions with the magnetic dipole moment and the quadrupole moment but the probability of transitions due to these effects are $10^{-5}$ and $10^{-8}$ relative to transitions due to the electric dipole moment [34] thus negligible.

3.1.1 Transition Probability

The wavelength of infrared light is approximately 7000 - 10,000 Å while the size of a molecule like hydrogen is only a few Å. Thus the photon can be viewed as a spatially homogeneous oscillating electric field over the length scale of the molecule:

$$E = E_0 \cos(\omega t) \hat{k}. \quad (3.1)$$

For simplicity let the photon be polarized along the z direction. The effect of the light is treated as a perturbation to the Hamiltonian of the hydrogen molecule - which is either free or in some material potential (following Griffiths ch. 9.1 - 9.2 [35]). Since the potential energy of a charged particle in an electric field is $U = -\int F \cdot dr = -\int qE_0 \cos(\omega t)dz$, the perturbation is:

$$H' = -qE_0z\cos(\omega t). \quad (3.2)$$
From Griffiths, the transition probability from one state to another where the states are orthonormal ($\langle \psi_i | \psi_f \rangle = \delta_{if}$) for a perturbation with sinusoidal time dependence is:

$$P_{i \rightarrow f}(t) = \frac{|V_{if}|^2 \sin^2[(\omega_0 - \omega)t/2]}{\hbar^2 (\omega_0 - \omega)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The sinusoidal term indicates that there is time dependence and that transitions caused by photons with frequency $\omega$ far from the transition frequency $\omega_0$ are unlikely. The constant $V_{if}$ is defined as:

$$V_{if} \cos(\omega t) = \langle \psi_i | H' | \psi_f \rangle = -E_0 \cos(\omega t) \langle \psi_i | qz | \psi_f \rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where $qz$ is the dipole moment. For molecules it is necessary to sum over all charges of the molecule. Thus, it is apparent that the transition probability is proportional to:

$$P_{i \rightarrow f} \propto |\langle \psi_i | qz | \psi_f \rangle|^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

Since it is given that the states are orthonormal and $i \neq f$ only transitions that involve a change in the dipole moment $qz$ are observed since if no change occurs we find that:

$$\langle \psi_i | qz | \psi_f \rangle = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

### 3.2 Hydrogen Dynamics

Hydrogen is a diatomic molecule that can be thought of as two masses on a spring. The characteristic motions of hydrogen are vibration, rotation, and center of mass translation. A full picture of the motion is described by six coordinates. The internuclear separation, $\rho$, the rotational coordinates $\theta$ and $\phi$ and the center of mass location $X$, $Y$, and $Z$. First hydrogen will be treated as a simple harmonic oscillator. Then the rotational dynamics will then be analyzed with the rotating dumbbell model. The anharmonic qualities of hydrogen and the origin of the overtone transitions are then to be explored. Then the vibrating rotor model will then be introduced. Finally the translational motions will be described.
3.2.1 Vibrations

3.2.1.1 Simple Harmonic Potential

Any potential $U(x)$ can be Taylor expanded about a local minimum which is a stable equilibrium (Fig. 3.1). Since neither the potential of hydrogen in the MOF or in the gas phase is known exactly such approximations are useful. The potential is Taylor expanded:

$$U(x) = U(x_{eq}) + \frac{dU}{dx}_{x_{eq}}(x - x_{eq}) + \frac{1}{2} \left. \frac{d^2U}{dx^2} \right|_{x_{eq}} (x - x_{eq})^2 + ..., \quad (3.7)$$

$x$ is the separation of the atoms and $x_{eq}$ is the equilibrium separation. The first term in the expansion is a constant and can be neglected, the second term is zero since $\frac{dU}{dx}$ is zero at extrema. The third term is the simple harmonic oscillator potential where the effective spring constant is defined as $k = \left. \frac{d^2U}{dx^2} \right|_{x_{eq}}$.

Since the potential is only dependent on the separation of atoms one can freely choose which frame to solve for the equations of motion. For simplicity the center of mass frame is chosen. Thus it is appropriate to introduce the reduce mass:

$$\mu_{H_2} = \frac{m_H m_H}{m_H + m_H} = \frac{m_H}{2}, \quad (3.8)$$
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The Lagrangian is:
\[ \mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{2} \mu \ddot{x} - \frac{1}{2} k(x - x_{eq}), \]  
(3.9)
solving the Euler-Lagrange equation obtains the familiar equations of motion for a simple harmonic oscillator:
\[ x = A \cos(\omega t) + B \sin(\omega t), \]  
(3.10)
where the frequency of oscillation \( \omega \) is equal to \( \sqrt{\frac{k}{\mu}} \).

The frequencies of oscillations for the various isotopologues scale with the reduced mass:
\[
\mu_{D_2} = \frac{2m_H^2m_H}{2m_H + 2m_H} = m_H = 2\mu_{H_2},
\]  
(3.11)  
\[
\mu_{HD} = \frac{2m_H m_H}{2m_H + m_H} = \frac{2m_H}{3} = \frac{4\mu_{H_2}}{3}.
\]  
(3.12)

Since the experimentally observed frequency of hydrogen in the gas phase is about 4161 cm\(^{-1} \) [36] the frequency of deuterium should be about 2942 cm\(^{-1} \) and the frequency of hydrogen deuteride (HD) about 3604 cm\(^{-1} \). These are slightly different from the actual values of 2994 cm\(^{-1} \) and 3632 cm\(^{-1} \) [37] but this makes sense given that the simple harmonic potential is only a first order approximation. Griffiths [35] solves for the energy levels of the 1 dimensional simple harmonic oscillator to find:
\[ E_n = \left(n + \frac{1}{2}\right) \hbar \omega \]  
(3.13)
where \( n \) is the vibrational quantum number, \( \hbar \) is Planck’s reduced constant and \( \omega \) is again the frequency of oscillation.

3.2.1.2 Simple Harmonic Transitions

Infrared spectroscopy is in the correct frequency regime to look at transitions between different vibrational energy levels of the hydrogen molecules. As shown in section 3.1.1 the intensity of a transition is proportional to \( |\langle \psi_i | \mu | \psi_f \rangle|^2 \), where \( \psi_i \) is the initial state of the hydrogen, \( \psi_f \) is the final state and \( \mu \) is the dipole moment of the system. The dipole moment is written as a separation of charge, i.e. as a charge, \( q \), times a distance \( x \):
\[ \mu = qx \]  
(3.14)
The distance, $x$, is rewritten using ladder operators (see Griffiths’ Quantum Mechanics [35]):

$$x = \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{2m\omega}} (a_+ + a_-).$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

$$a_+ \psi_n = \sqrt{n + 1} \psi_{n+1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

$$a_- \psi_n = \sqrt{n} \psi_{n-1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.17)

Now it is possible to explore what transitions between hydrogen energy levels are expected. The hydrogen molecule is very unlikely to be in an excited state before being perturbed by a photon. According to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics the probability is:

$$P = e^{-\Delta E/k_B T},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

where $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the temperature and $\Delta E$ is the difference in energy between the ground and first vibrational states which is about 4161 cm$^{-1}$ for gas phase hydrogen. Thus the probability of being in the first excited state is $P = e^{-4161 \times 1.44/k_B T}$, which is about $4.5 \times 10^{-75}$ at 35 K, our usual experimental temperature. The factor 1.44 converts from wavenumbers to kelvin. Our experiments occur at low enough temperatures so that it is appropriate to neglect transitions from states other than the vibrational ground state.

Consider a vibrational ground to excited state transition whose intensity depends on:

$$\langle \nu = 0 | q x | \nu = n \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

where we have adopted the notation where $\nu = n$ stands in for $\psi_n$ which is the wavefunction of the simple harmonic oscillator in the nth state. We can now rewrite $x$ using ladder operators:

$$\langle 0 | q \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{2m\omega}} (a_+ + a_-) | n \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

$$\langle \nu = 0 | q \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{2m\omega}} \left( \sqrt{n + 1} \nu = n + 1 + \sqrt{n} \nu = n - 1 \right) \rangle.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

We can take the constant out in front and thus get:

$$q \sqrt{\frac{\hbar}{2m\omega}} \left( \sqrt{n + 1} \langle \nu = 0 | \nu = n + 1 \rangle + \sqrt{n} \langle \nu = 0 | \nu = n - 1 \rangle \right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.22)
We know from standard orthogonality conditions that:

\[ \langle \nu = n | \nu = m \rangle = \delta_{nm} \]  

(3.23)

thus \( \langle \nu = 0 | \nu = n + 1 \rangle = 0 \) and \( \langle \nu = 0 | \nu = n - 1 \rangle = 1 \) when \( n = 1 \) so Eq. (3.19) becomes:

\[ \langle \nu = 0 | q x | \nu = 1 \rangle = q \sqrt{\frac{h}{2m\omega}} \]  

(3.24)

and the fundamental is the only visible transition.

Thus the overtone transition \( \langle \nu = 0 | q x | \nu = 2 \rangle \) is zero because of orthogonality. However overtones are experimentally observed. They are consequences of the deviation of the hydrogen potential from simple harmonic behavior. This is equivalent to going out to higher terms in the Taylor expansion (Eq. 3.7).

### 3.2.1.3 Anharmonic Oscillator

The Dunham expansion is used as an example of an anharmonic potential (for more details on this expansion refer to ch. 1 of Townes’ Microwave Spectroscopy [38] which this discussion relies on). This expansion is just a modified version of equation 3.7:

\[ U(\xi) = a_0 (\xi^2 + a_1 \xi^3 + a_2 \xi^4 + ...) \]  

(3.25)

The first two terms of the Taylor expansion have been neglected as being a constant and zero. Here \( \xi \) is a dimensionless quantity defined as:

\[ \xi = \frac{r - r_e}{r_e} \]  

(3.26)

where \( r_e \) is the equilibrium separation of a diatomic molecule. When we solve the Schrödinger equation for this potential we find that the energy levels are:

\[ E(\nu, J) = \omega_e (\nu + \frac{1}{2}) - \omega_e x_e (\nu + \frac{1}{2})^2 + \omega_e y_e (\nu + \frac{1}{2})^3 + ... \]  

(3.27)

where \( \omega_e, \omega_e x_e, \) and \( \omega_e y_e \) are molecular constants.

The solutions for the vibrational wavefunctions can now be written in terms of the wave functions of the simple harmonic oscillator, following ref [22].

\[ |\nu = 0 \rangle = |n = 0 \rangle + A (-3 |n = 1 \rangle - \frac{1}{3} \sqrt{6} |n = 3 \rangle) \]  

(3.28)

\[ + B (-3 \sqrt{2} |n = 2 \rangle - \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{6} |n = 4 \rangle), \]
\[
|\nu = 1\rangle = |n = 1\rangle
+ A(3|n = 0\rangle - 6\sqrt{2}|n = 2\rangle - \frac{2}{3}\sqrt{6}|n = 4\rangle)
+ B(-5\sqrt{6}|n = 3\rangle - \frac{1}{2}\sqrt{30}|n = 5\rangle),
\]

\[
|\nu = 2\rangle = |n = 2\rangle
+ A(6\sqrt{2}|n = 1\rangle - 9\sqrt{3}|n = 3\rangle - \frac{2}{3}\sqrt{15}|n = 5\rangle)
+ B(3\sqrt{2}|n = 0\rangle - 14\sqrt{3}|n = 4\rangle - \frac{3}{2}\sqrt{10}|n = 6\rangle).
\]

Here \(|\nu\rangle\) refers to the vibrational eigenstate of the hydrogen molecule and \(|n\rangle\) refers to the wavefunction \(\psi_n\) of the simple harmonic oscillator. The constants \(A\) and \(B\) are defined as:

\[
A = \frac{1}{4} a_1 \left( B_e/\omega_e \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
B = \frac{1}{4} a_2 \left( B_e/\omega_e \right)
\]

Now the existence of overtones can be addressed. The expansion in terms of simple harmonic oscillator wavefunctions allows the convenient method of ladder operators to be used. The probability of observing an overtone transition is proportional to \(|\langle \nu = 0 | q_x | \nu = 2 \rangle|^2\). It is obvious that there are terms of the nature: \(\langle \nu | q_x | \nu \pm 1 \rangle\) which are nonzero. Now that the wavefunctions are no longer simple harmonic solutions and instead a mixture of simple harmonic eigenstates there is also a nonzero predicted intensity for the overtone in anharmonic potentials.

### 3.2.2 Rotations

#### 3.2.2.1 Rigid Rotor

The rotations of the hydrogen molecule are now considered. As a first approximation the hydrogen molecule is a rotating dumbbell with no vibrational motion and classical energy:

\[
E_{rot} = \frac{L^2}{2I}
\]
Figure 3.2: Schematic of vibrational and rotational transitions: Q refers to vibrational transitions associated with changes in the quantum number $\nu$, S refers to rotational transitions associate with changes in the quantum number $J$. All numbers refer to observed frequencies of transition in gas phase hydrogen [15]. Para hydrogen is $H_2$ with total spin 0 and ortho is $H_2$ with total spin 1. In accordance with infrared selection rules of molecules in electric fields only transitions where $\Delta J = 0$ or $\Delta J = 2$ are allowed.

where $L$ is the angular momentum of the dumbbell and $I$ is the moment of inertia. Knowing from quantum mechanics that:

$$L^2 f^m_J = \hbar^2 J(J + 1)f^m_J,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.34)

where $J$ is the rotational quantum number and $f^m_J$ is the angular part of the wavefunction described by a linear combination of spherical harmonics, it is possible to find the energy levels of the rigid rotor:

$$E_J = BJ(J + 1).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.35)

Here $B$ is the rotational constant and is defined in the spectroscopic unit of wavenumbers cm$^{-1}$ as:

$$B = \frac{\hbar}{8\pi^2 I c},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.36)

where $\hbar$ is Planck’s constant, $I$ is the moment of inertia and $c$ is the speed of light. The constant $B_{H_2}$ is approximately 60 cm$^{-1}$ for hydrogen and since the moment of inertia for diatomic molecules scales as the reduced mass and the separation of the nuclei are approximately the same for all isotopologues, it is immediately apparent that $B_{D_2} \approx 30$ cm$^{-1}$ and $B_{HD} \approx 45$ cm$^{-1}$. This predicts that pure rotational transitions for $H_2$ are about 360 cm$^{-1}$ for $J_{0 \rightarrow 2}$, 600 cm$^{-1}$ for $J_{1 \rightarrow 3}$, thus far out of our range of sensitivity.
Transitions from excited states, other than J=1 (as described in section 3.4), are again unlikely to be seen. Boltzmann statistics predicts a probability of being in the J=2 excited level rather than the J=0 level of $6.1 \times 10^{-4}$ for D$_2$, $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ for HD, and $2.7 \times 10^{-7}$ for H$_2$.

### 3.2.2.2 Vibrating Rotor

Experimentally we observe rotational transitions combined with vibrational transitions. Thus it is now appropriate to consider the effects of a vibrating and rotating molecule using a modified version of the Dunham expansion from section 3.2.1.3:

$$U(\xi) = a_0(\xi^2 + a_1\xi^3 + a_2\xi^4 + \ldots) + U_{cd}(\xi)$$

where $U_{cd}(\xi)$ is a correction due to the rotations:

$$U_{cd}(\xi) = a_0 4J(J+1) \left( \frac{B}{\omega_e} \right)^2 (1 - 2\xi + 3\xi^2 - 4\xi^3 + \ldots).$$

It accounts for the modification of the potential the hydrogen experiences based on what rotational state the molecule is in. The energy levels are also modified to account for rotational excited states:

$$E(\nu,J) = \omega_e(\nu+\frac{1}{2}) - \omega_e x_e(\nu+\frac{1}{2})^2 + \omega_e y_e(\nu+\frac{1}{2})^3 + \ldots + B_e J(J+1) - \alpha_e(\nu+\frac{1}{2})J(J+1) + \ldots,$$

where $\alpha_e$ is another molecular constant.

### 3.2.3 Translational Motion

The one motion we have left to address is the hydrogen translational or center of mass motion. This is the motion of the whole molecule in three dimensional space described by the coordinates X, Y, Z. The translational peaks are not a dominating feature in the MOF-5 spectrum and are weaker in intensity than the vibrational-rotational peaks, but we include them here for completeness. At each binding site the hydrogen experiences both an attractive van der Waals term due to dipole-dipole interactions and a repulsive term that prevents electronic overlap. This term depends on a sum over the whole MOF structure and thus is complicated and not known well. The combination of the two terms is commonly approximated using the simple Lennard-Jones potential:

$$V_{LJ} = \frac{A}{R^{12}} - \frac{B}{R^6},$$
where R is the distance from the structure to the hydrogen center of mass. However to get a qualitative sense of the molecular center of mass motion it is sufficient to approximate the potential as usual as a three dimensional simple harmonic oscillator. This has the familiar energy levels:

\[ E_{n_x,n_y,n_z} = \left( n_x + \frac{1}{2} \right) \hbar \omega_x + \left( n_y + \frac{1}{2} \right) \hbar \omega_y + \left( n_z + \frac{1}{2} \right) \hbar \omega_z \]  

(3.41)

From previous work in the FitzGerald group, which is consistently with current spectra, we believe that the dominating translational frequency is 84 cm\(^{-1}\) [15]. As described in Pierce’s thesis [1] and in ref [2] we believe that the dominating factor in isotopologue separation is the difference in zero-point energy or lowest possible energy which occurs when all translational quantum numbers \(n_x, n_y, \) and \(n_z\) are zero. The zero-point energy (ZPE) has a \(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu}}\) dependence where \(\mu\) is the reduced mass of the molecule resulting from the frequency dependence. Thus the ZPE scales with isotopologue reduced mass. Therefore \(D_2\) has the lowest zero-point energy and is trapped the most effectively by the MOF potential. This leads to selectivities for \(D_2\) over \(H_2\) in the adsorbed phase that were predicted by FitzGerald et. al. [2] and recently directly measured by Oh et. al. in the material MOF-74 [3].

### 3.3 Transition Intensity

In section (3.1) it was stated that infrared spectroscopy uses the interaction of light with the dipole moment of a molecule. Hydrogen being a symmetric diatomic molecule has no dipole moment in the gas phase and thus is practically invisible to infrared light.

When the hydrogen is placed into the MOF it becomes visible since the gas-MOF interaction changes the dipole moment of the system (MOF and hydrogen). This occurs through two mechanisms: the electric field from the MOF induces a dipole moment in the hydrogen, and the quadrupole moment of the hydrogen induces an extra dipole moment in the MOF atoms. The first we refer to as the polarizability mechanism, the second as the quadrupole induction mechanism. The intensity of a given transition depends on the probability of the transition (as shown in section 3.1.1). As state in Eq. 3.5 the probability depends on the mechanism that causes the induced dipole moment. These mechanisms are explored further in chapter 6.

It is important to note that in this experiment we treat all three isotopologues with the same theory. HD does possess a small inherent dipole moment but in the case of MOF-5 it appears to be negligible relative to the induced dipole moment as we do not observe any transitions associated with it.
3.3.1 Selection Rules

The selection rules of molecules in materials, which are environments with constant electric fields, differ from the infrared selection rules for free molecules. Standard infrared selection rules for diatomic molecules are:

\[ \Delta \nu = \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots \quad \Delta J = 0, \pm 1, \quad (3.42) \]

with \( \Delta \nu = \pm 2 \) and greater usually occurring with low probability [39]. However we regularly observe transitions that violate these rules, particularly pure vibrational transitions (\( \Delta J = 0 \)), and thus must find an alternative explanation. Our observed selection rules are:

\[ \Delta \nu = \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots \quad \Delta J = 0, \pm 2, \quad (3.43) \]

which happen to be exactly the selection rules of the two photon Raman process in which one photon goes in and another comes out (Fig. 3.3). Condon explains this effect [40]: if the limit is taken that the frequency of one of the photons involved in Raman spectroscopy goes to zero (or the wavelength goes to \( \infty \)) a constant electric field is recovered. For the polarizability mechanism we find it useful to interpret the electric field from the MOF as a photon of infinite wavelength. It is now possible to proceed using the theory behind Raman transitions, keeping in mind that instead of an incoming photon inducing a dipole moment in the molecule the MOF’s electric field does. The quadrupole mechanism does not follow the same logic. It simply causes rovibrational transitions, we do not observe a change of \( \Delta J = \pm 1 \) since this would require a nuclear spin to flip which is unlikely to occur in a photon transition.

3.4 Ortho and Para Hydrogen

There are two forms of molecular \( \text{H}_2 \), called ortho and para, depending on whether the spins of the protons are aligned or anti-aligned. The spins of the electrons can be neglected since they are in a ‘bonding’ state in molecular hydrogen with a symmetric spatial wavefunction and an antisymmetric spin wavefunction with total spin equal to zero [35]. Since protons are fermions their wavefunction must be antisymmetric under exchange, which is equivalent to a 180° rotation of the molecule. The spin of each proton is \( \frac{1}{2} \) this means that the total nuclear spin quantum number is either \( I = 1 \) with aligned spins or \( I = 0 \) with anti-aligned spins. The total nuclear spin forces the total
orbital angular momentum quantum number $J$ to be either odd if $I = 1$ or even if $I = 0$ to preserve antisymmetry. Transitions caused by infrared light are dominated by effects due to the electric dipole moment and are thus unlikely to change the nuclear spin of the protons. It is possible for the magnetic dipole moment to do so but as stated in section 3.1 it is improbable to have transitions due to the magnetic dipole moment and thus they are neglected. Therefore while the true rotational ground state is $J=0$, $I =0$ many of the hydrogen molecules are trapped in the $J=1$, $I =1$ state even at low temperatures as in this experiment. However conversion is possible and as described in section 5.4 is observed in this experiment. In solid $H_2$ the rate of conversion is about $1.9\%/hr$ [41], in gas phase the rate is much much slower [42]. The equilibrium ratio of ortho to para $H_2$ is dependent on temperature. At room temperature there is a predicted $3:1$ ratio for $H_2$ [41], which will be the ratio exposed to the MOF-5 upon gas loading but not necessarily the initial ratio in the adsorbed phase.

Deuterium is slightly different since the nuclei are made up of a proton and a neutron the nuclear spin is 1. Thus they are bosons and must be symmetric under exchange. This causes either $I = 0$ with $J = 1$, or $I = 1$ with $J = 0$. In deuterium the equilibrium ratio at room temperature is $2:1$, $I = 0$ to $I =1$ [41]. To avoid ambiguity we will not use the terms ortho and para when referring to $D_2$ as ortho refers to the more common species at room temperature which in $D_2$ is $J=0$. At low temperature there is still expected conversion in solid deuterium but with a smaller rate of $0.060 \%/hr$ [41].
3.5 Population Probability

It is instructive to explore the thermal population of the different levels as a function of temperature (table 3.1). Ignoring any hydrogen-hydrogen interactions, this goes as the standard Boltzmann factor $e^{-\Delta E/k_BT}$. At our experimental temperature of 35 K we expect to only populate the ground vibrational state and very minimally populate the higher rotational and translational states.

Table 3.1: A comparison of transition energy to temperature, revealing what hydrogen energy levels are populated in our experimental conditions. The probability of population of an excited state is $P = g e^{-\Delta E/k_BT}$, where $g$ is the degeneracy of the state. Using the experimental temperature of 35 K, $\Delta E$ is the difference between the ground and first excited state and is estimated using experimentally determined frequencies which are the same order of magnitude as in gas phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Frequency H$_2$ cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Temp (K)</th>
<th>Probability excited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vibrational</td>
<td>4136</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>$10^{-74}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotational $J_0\rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotational $J_1\rightarrow 3$</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>$10^{-10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translational</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

Experimental Procedure

4.1 Apparatus

In this experiment we used a Bomem DA3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR) in conjunction with either a Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) or an Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) detector. The sample was dosed with hydrogen using a commercially available Micromeretics physisorption analyzer. We achieved amplification of the weak signal from the hydrogen’s induced dipole moment by mounting the sample in a diffuse reflectance geometry. The sample was cooled with a closed cycle helium cryostat from Janis research equipped with a home built vacuum housing to accommodate the large collecting optics. All measurements were obtained at low temperatures (below 77 K) as the hydrogen is only trapped by the MOF under these conditions. The temperature was measured with a silicone diode thermometer which was also used to give feedback to the Lakeshore 331 temperature controller.

4.1.1 The Spectrometer

Our main tool for this work, the Fourier Transform Spectrometer, is essentially a Michelson Interferometer (Fig. 4.1). It uses the principle of interference to produce a time varying signal which can be Fourier transformed to obtain an intensity spectrum as a function of frequency. A beam from a single source is divided using a CaF$_2$ beam splitter into two different paths. One path reflects off a stationary mirror, the other reflects off a moving mirror. The beams then recombine, interfere with each other, and pass through the sample before reaching the detector. The intensity at the detector is measured as a function of time to produce an interferogram. In the simple example of a monochromatic source when the two waves are completely in phase, the path length difference is
\[ \Delta L = m \lambda, \] and the amplitude is twice the original amplitude. For \( \Delta L = (m + 1/2)\lambda \) the beams are completely out of phase and there is complete destructive interference.

In our spectrometer we use a quartz halogen light bulb as a broadband source. The intensity at the detector is measured as a function of mirror position. Since the mirror is swept at a constant speed this is also a function of time. In our spectrometer a Helium Neon laser (with a very well known wavelength) is used to measure the movement of the mirror. A portion of the beam splitter directs the HeNe laser to a visible detector. The relative intensities of spatially separated components of the HeNe beam provide information about the angle of the stationary mirror relative to the moving one. Piezo electrics then adjust the angle of the stationary mirror to ensure that the mirrors are totally parallel to each other. For \( \Delta L = 0 \) all frequencies constructively interfere causing a peak in intensity at the detector. This point is detected using a visible light bulb and is the starting and ending point for each cycle of the mirror position. We obtain an interferogram by averaging over many scans or cycles of the mirror position. For maximum efficiency the mirror is slowly moved to the maximum \( \Delta L \) then quickly moved back to zero path difference. The collected interferogram is then fourier transformed from a function of mirror position \( \delta \) to a function of frequency \( \nu \) [44]:

\[ B(\tilde{\nu}) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} I(\delta)cos(2\pi \tilde{\nu} \delta) \cdot d\delta. \] (4.1)
4.1.2 Vacuum Chamber

A particular challenge of our experiment is that we must simultaneously amplify the weak infrared signal from the induced dipole moment of a hydrogen molecule, prevent the air sensitive MOFs from being exposed to atmosphere, and perform measurements at temperatures below 77 K.

Normal transmission IR spectroscopy is not ideal for studying MOF powders. The MOF grains scatter light to a large extent thus the powder can only be analyzed with transmission spectroscopy through a very thin sample which reduces the intensity of the peaks due to adsorbed hydrogen. Since scattering increases with frequency, the weak overtones are prohibitively difficult to detect using transmission spectroscopy. To solve this problem we use a technique called diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS). In this technique light is focused on the sample and scatters multiple times between the MOF grains. This produces a long optical path length within the sample. The light is eventually scattered away from the sample and is collected and focused onto the detector using the DRIFTS optics (Fig. 4.2).

To perform DRIFTS measurements cold we use a modified Janis Research Company closed cycle ST-300T cryostat with a cold finger. To mount the sample within the DRIFTS collecting optics it was necessary to remove the bottom of the cryostat vacuum wall and create an external vacuum chamber. We have constructed a welded aluminum box for this purpose (15×12×15 cm$^3$) that houses the large collecting optics and the sample cell which is bolted to the cold finger via a copper slab. Construction of the “box” is described in detail in ref [45] and in previous theses; so only the relevant details are summarized here. Light enters and exits the box through CaF$_2$ windows. Figure 4.2 shows the propagation of light through the DRIFTS apparatus. The sample cell consists of a copper sample cup screwed into a copper slab. A spacer ring around the sample cup reduces the dead space volume to provide more accurate measurements of the amount of adsorbed gas. A dome with sapphire windows, transparent in the infrared, encloses the sample and is bolted to the copper slab. It is sealed with indium which can operate at very low temperatures unlike rubber o-rings. A 3 mm diameter tube, soldered to the base of the sample chamber, allows us to deliver gas to the sample. Since the cryostat coldfinger contracts upon cooling we use a large plastic spacer nut to maintain the height of the sample relative to the incoming light to achieve optimal signal. The modified DRIFTS optics purchased from Spectra-Tech Inc. are bolted to the bottom of the box. Adjustable mirrors ((a) in Fig 4.3) slide aside to allow for the mounting of the sample. Temperature control is achieved using a 25 Ω heater and a silicon diode temperature sensor which are both part of the cryostat sample mount. The heater is controlled using a 331 Lakeshore Temperature controller. Another silicone diode
temperature sensor is bolted to the copper slab near the sample dome. This provides a more accurate measure of the sample temperature. The heater could be controlled using the sample thermometer but is not in order to avoid time lag oscillations.

\[\text{Figure 4.2: Schematic of radiation propagation within the DRIFTS vacuum chamber.}
\]
\[\text{a) Ellipsoidal mirrors, b) sample cell, c) sample powder, d) copper sample cup, e) CaF}_2\text{ windows which allow light to enter and exit, and f) plane mirrors. Courtesy of FitzGerald et. al. [45]}\]

4.1.3 Detectors and Filters

In the collection of these data we used two semiconductor detectors. For detection over the full range of interest we used a Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector which has a nominal optical range of 800 to 5000 cm\(^{-1}\). While the sensitivity of the detector decreases about 5000 cm\(^{-1}\), we were able to successfully detect peaks at frequencies as high as about 9000 cm\(^{-1}\). We used a broad filter which blocks visible light from reaching the detector to limit the amount of noise at the detector and minimize heating of the sample. This only transmits light above about 3500 cm\(^{-1}\) so was not used to measure the fundamental D\(_2\) peaks.

To better study the overtones we used an Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) detector with an optical range of 6350 to 11,000 cm\(^{-1}\). Our standard procedure was to first identify the overtone peaks using the MCT detector and then employ the InGaAs detector for more detailed study. However the InGaAs is very sensitive so saturates easily. This prevents it from detecting over the whole range of the spectrum. The D* number which
4.2 Experimental Procedure

In a standard measurement we evacuate the DRIFTS vacuum chamber using an Alcatel turbomolecular pump. This ensures that the pressure is below about 10\(^{-6}\) torr before cooling the sample in order to minimize the amount of water in the box. This minimizes ice buildup on the sample windows which produces a large infrared signal. We then cool the sample using the cryostat. We use helium as an exchange gas as it is inert and does
Experimental Procedure

Figure 4.4: Comparison of spectra obtained using the MCT detector and the InGaAs detector. The InGaAs detector (blue) allows for more efficient collection of spectra due to the H$_2$ overtone. Both spectra are taken with a concentration of 0.9 H$_2$ per metal. The MCT spectrum (red) is an average of 8000 scans at 0.5 cm$^{-1}$ resolution with a scan speed of 0.5 cm/s which takes approximately 4.5 hours to complete. The InGaAs spectrum is an average of 50 scans at 0.06 cm$^{-1}$ resolution with a scan speed of 0.15 cm/s which takes approximately 45-60 minutes to complete. It is apparent in pointed nature of the MCT spectrum that the higher resolution is necessary to fully resolve the H$_2$ overtone peaks. The InGaAs achieves a resolved scan in less time than it takes to obtain an unresolved spectrum with the MCT detector.

not bind to the MOF. Its purpose is to keep the sample in thermal equilibrium. We use a commercial dosing system to add gas to the sample via the gas line. Hydrogen is either added during the cooling process or once the base temperature is achieved.

Absorbance spectra are obtained by taking a spectrum of the MOF material without any hydrogen gas loaded. The spectrum is then repeated after loading hydrogen into the MOF. The adsorbed gas contributes to a increased absorbance of light at discrete frequencies associated with the spacing of the energy levels of the molecule. By referencing the second spectrum to the first one can obtain an absorbance spectrum in which light at frequencies absorbed by the trapped hydrogen molecules are shown as peaks. This is done using the algorithm:

\[
Abs = -\log_{10} \left( \frac{I_s}{I_0} \right),
\]

where $I_s$ is the intensity at the detector of the scan with gas, $I_0$ is the intensity of the reference scan, and $Abs$, $I_s$ and $I_0$ are all functions of frequency.
Chapter 5

Results

A standard absorbance spectrum of hydrogen in the fundamental region is shown in Fig. 5.1. This spectrum shows the peaks associated with the vibrations, ro-vibrational transitions, and translations of trapped hydrogen. Throughout this thesis we use the standard spectroscopic notation where Q refers to a pure vibrational transition, and S refers to a ro-vibrational transition of $\Delta J = +2$. The subscript indicates either a fundamental, $\Delta \nu = 1$, or a overtone transition $\Delta \nu = 2$. The number in parenthesis indicates the initial $J$ quantum number. In this case (1) refers to ortho $H_2$ and (0) refers to para $H_2$ (introduced in section 3.4). By examining the spectrum of multiple isotopologues of hydrogen - $H_2$, HD, and $D_2$ - both in the fundamental and overtone
Table 5.1: Frequencies of the observed Q(0), Q(1), S(0), and S(1) transitions of H₂, HD and D₂. Both frequencies when free and associated with the primary, metal, binding site are shown. Transition frequencies are in cm⁻¹. The S₁(0) peak of D₂ was not observed, likely due to it being obscured by the MOF-5 peaks in that region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotopologue</th>
<th>Q₁(0)</th>
<th>Q₁(1)</th>
<th>S₁(0)</th>
<th>S₁(1)</th>
<th>Q₂(0)</th>
<th>Q₂(1)</th>
<th>S₂(0)</th>
<th>S₂(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₂:Gas</td>
<td>4161.1⁺</td>
<td>4155.2⁺</td>
<td>4497.8⁺</td>
<td>4712.9⁺</td>
<td>8087⁺</td>
<td>8075.3⁺</td>
<td>8406.3⁺</td>
<td>8604.2⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂:MOF-5</td>
<td>4136</td>
<td>4128</td>
<td>4448.5</td>
<td>4676.1</td>
<td>8036.7</td>
<td>8021.5</td>
<td>8332</td>
<td>8541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD:Gas</td>
<td>3632.1⁺</td>
<td>3628.2⁺</td>
<td>3888⁺</td>
<td>4052⁺</td>
<td>7087⁺</td>
<td>7079.2⁺</td>
<td>7331.1⁺</td>
<td>7484.3⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD:MOF-5</td>
<td>3609.6</td>
<td>3849</td>
<td>7042</td>
<td>7268</td>
<td>7280</td>
<td>7280</td>
<td>7280</td>
<td>7280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₂:Gas</td>
<td>2993.5⁺</td>
<td>2991.4⁺</td>
<td>3166.4⁺</td>
<td>3278.5⁺</td>
<td>5868.5⁺</td>
<td>5863.9⁺</td>
<td>6034.7⁺</td>
<td>6140.6⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D₂:MOF-5</td>
<td>2974</td>
<td>2971</td>
<td>3127</td>
<td>5828</td>
<td>5823</td>
<td>5980</td>
<td>6094</td>
<td>6094</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>Ref [37]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>Ref [46]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>Ref [23]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d)</td>
<td>Ref [47]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e)</td>
<td>Ref [48]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f)</td>
<td>Calculated from Ref [37]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

region we have obtained a more complete picture of the dynamics of trapped hydrogen in MOF-5 than was known previously. We have fully resolved the ortho and para peaks in the overtone for both H₂ and D₂ which gives us a powerful tool to study ortho to para conversion in both isotopologues. Table 5.1 shows the measured transition frequencies for all isotopologues when located at the primary, metal, site in MOF-5.

The advantage obtained by studying the overtone can be clearly seen in the raw spectrum of D₂ loaded in MOF-5 (Fig. 5.2) where the overtones are clear and uncomplicated by underlying MOF signal which overwhelms the D₂ transitions in the fundamental region. This power of the overtone approach is further illustrated in the rovibrational spectra of all isotopologues shown as an absorption plot relative to the pure MOF material (Fig. 5.3). Details of the rovibrational transitions will be described later. Many false peaks due to the MOF-5 not referencing out perfectly exist in the fundamental region but not in the overtone spectra.
Figure 5.2: Raw spectrum of MOF-5 without gas loaded (blue) and after being loaded to a concentration of about 0.7 D$_2$/Zn (red). The dotted lines indicate the gas phase Q(1) and Q(0) transitions. The deuterium peaks in the fundamental region (top) are weak compared to the MOF-5 peaks and thus difficult to interpret. In contrast the peaks in the overtone region (bottom) are clear. The overtone and fundamental regions shown in the separate panels display different parts of the same experimental spectrum. Therefore it is guaranteed that all experimental conditions including temperature, concentration, and ortho to para ratio are the same in both regions.

5.1 Isotopic Substitution

In Buckingham’s influential paper [49] he used up to second order perturbation theory to show that when diatomic molecules are trapped in materials the shift of the transition frequencies from gas phase divided by the molecular constant $\omega_e$ is approximately constant upon isotopic substitution:

$$\Delta f/f \approx \Delta \omega/\omega_e = \text{constant}. \quad (5.1)$$
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Figure 5.3: Rotational peaks of all isotopologues, a) shows the fundamental region, b) shows the overtone. The $\text{D}_2$ (blue) spectrum is at a concentration of 0.7 $\text{D}_2$/Zn; HD (green) is at a concentration of 0.7 HD/Zn in the fundamental and 0.9 HD/Zn in the overtone, $\text{H}_2$ (red) is at a concentration of 0.9 $\text{H}_2$/Zn. The slight concentration difference does not produce significant changes in the spectra as at both concentrations the metal site is not saturated. For $\text{H}_2$ the two panels show different portions of the same spectra so there is no experimental difference between the overtone and fundamental. The spectra for the other isotopes were chosen as the ones that best resolve the overtone peaks. All spectra are scaled so that the S(0) peak coincides for all isotopologues both in the overtone and fundamental. As these peaks are due to a ro-vibrational transition with $\Delta J = +2$ we have plotted the shift from the pure vibrational transition Q(0) and scaled all transitions by the appropriate rotational constant. B is the rotational constant which as described in section 3.2.2.1 varies depending on isotope and vibrational state, indicated by the subscript. As described in section 3.2.2 the S(0) peaks should be about BJ(J+1) above the Q(0) peaks. The HD and D$_2$ spectra are scaled by two in the overtone in order to display them alongside the more intense H$_2$ peak. Stars indicate areas where the MOF-5 background spectrum did not correctly cancel out.

Because $\omega_e \approx f$ where $f$ is the gas phase transition frequency $\Delta f/f$ is also approximately constant.

The molecular constant $\omega_e$ is determined through spectroscopic measurements and is well known for all isotopologues of hydrogen. For $\text{H}_2$ it is 4400.39 [37] cm$^{-1}$, for HD it is 3881.92 cm$^{-1}$ [37], and for $\text{D}_2$ it is 3115.5 cm$^{-1}$ [22]. There is a slight spread in the
Figure 5.4: Vibrational bands of all three isotopologues: D$_2$ (blue), HD (green), and H$_2$ (red). a) Shows the fundamental transitions. b) Shows the overtone region. For H$_2$ and D$_2$ both the ortho and para vibrational peaks are apparent (Q(0) and Q(1)). The frequency axis which displays redshift from the gas phase Q(0) frequency has been scaled by $1/ω_e$, where $ω_e$ is the molecular constant, so as to demonstrate the agreement with the Buckingham theory. The location of vibrational lines are very sensitive to the chosen gas phase frequencies which values vary slightly in the literature. Those used here are from table 5.1. All isotopologues line up and the overtone and fundamental region line up. Spectra are shown at concentrations of 0.2 (light) and 0.7 (dark) hydrogens per metal. The two panels show different portions of the same spectra with the exception of the 0.7 hydrogen/Zn concentration D$_2$ overtone for which a broadband filter (described in section 4.1.3) was used. Spectra are offset for clarity.

Thus the reference that seemed to be most widely accepted was used for Fig. 5.4. This constant $ω_e$ is the frequency associated with the simple harmonic term in the Hamiltonian describing the trapped molecule [49] and thus scales as $1/\sqrt{μ}$, where $μ$ is the reduced mass of the isotopologue being studied. Buckingham also showed that the shift from gas phase should be double in the overtone:

$$\Delta ω_{n→0} = n\Delta ω,$$

(5.2)
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where $n$ is the $n$th vibrational level, in our case $n = 2$. These facts allow us to plot the vibrational spectra so that both the fundamental and overtone transitions for all isotopologues can be considered simultaneously (Fig. 5.4). The fundamental region is scaled by $\frac{1}{\omega_e}$ and the overtone region is scaled by $\frac{1}{2\omega_e}$. Buckingham’s theory predicts a perfect overlap of all peaks due to the same transition. Deviations of the isotopologues from perfect alignment, within 0.1 %, most likely reflects the fact that the MOF-gas interaction is averaged over the center of mass translational ground state wavefunction of the adsorbed isotopologue. It is interesting to note that $H_2$, HD and $D_2$ are progressively more shifted. The difference between the $D_2$ and HD shift is greater than the difference between the HD and $H_2$ shift. This could be an artifact of the gas phase frequencies used to compute shift as they vary somewhat in the literature however the same behavior is seen in the vibrational spectra of all isotopologues in the material know as MOF-74 [50]. Failure of peaks associated with the same isotopologue to line up in the fundamental versus overtone region is due to modification of the anharmonicity of the molecule in the excited state. This is a deviation from the Buckingham model which assumes that the anharmonicity is constant. While there are some deviations from perfect alignment in Fig. 5.4 the peaks line up fairly well which is an indication that Buckingham’s theory is applicable here. The line locations closely follow what is expected from Buckingham’s theory but as we will show in chapter 6 the line intensities do not.

5.2 Redshift

One of the advantages of studying MOF-5 is that the different crystallographic binding sites have been well established using low temperature diffraction experiments as described in chapter 2. In the next sections we outline our procedure for assigning the different infrared features to hydrogen at the different crystallographic sites, building on previous work in the FitzGerald group [15]. It has been seen in multiple materials including MOF-74 [51] and MOF-5 [15] that redshift of the vibrational peaks from gas phase correlates with binding energy of the site (Fig. 5.5). Thus as a general rule the most redshifted vibrational peak corresponds to hydrogen at the site with the greatest binding energy.

5.3 Concentration Dependent Spectra

In order to further identify which peaks are due to which binding sites in the MOF we examine hydrogen spectra as a function of concentration or number of $H_2$ per metal site. We know that at low concentration thermodynamics predicts that for a system
with only two possible sites and equal degeneracy the relative population is given by $e^{-\Delta E/k_B T}$. Thus at low enough temperature almost all of the observed transitions arise from hydrogen at the crystallographic site with the greatest binding energy. This becomes more complicated for a realistic system such as ours with multiple distinct crystallographic sites. However, because all sites have comparable degeneracy, at low temperature and low concentration the most intense peaks arise from hydrogen at the highest binding energy site which in MOF-5 is known to be the metal site. Our previous infrared measurements have estimated a binding energy of 4 kJ/mol for the metal site and 2.5 or 3 kJ/mol for the various secondary sites [15]. Thus since $\Delta E$ is approximately 1-2 kJ/mol for the primary metal site relative to any of the other sites the relative concentration is predicted to be about 0.03 at 35 K - most of the hydrogen occupies the metal site. The ability to distinguish between different sites is a powerful feature of spectroscopy and is important because the metal site is often of most interest for practical purposes. As shown in Fig. 5.6, in the fundamental region new peaks appear as a function of concentration as the multiple secondary sites in the MOF are populated. In the overtone region however the two visible peaks grow but no new ones appear until the very high concentration of 3 H$_2$/Zn. The peaks due to H$_2$ at the secondary sites are much weaker in the overtone even at concentrations well above the saturation level for the primary site (Fig. 5.7); H$_2$ molecules at the metal site are amplified in the overtone region. This is useful for the study of the metal site and indicates that H$_2$ at the metal site has an interesting, different behavior. The frequency range in Fig. 5.6 extends as far as the gas phase value for both the fundamental and overtone - this is sufficient to
Figure 5.6: Vibrational Spectra of adsorbed hydrogen at various concentrations in MOF-5 for 0.2 (black), 0.9 (red), 2 (blue), and 3 (purple) $\text{H}_2$/metal, demonstrating the amplification of the $\text{H}_2$ at the metal site in the overtone. a) The fundamental region shows peaks associated with secondary and tertiary sites appearing at higher concentrations. b) The peaks due to $\text{H}_2$ at the secondary site are only visible at very high loading in the overtone and are greatly reduced relative to in the fundamental where the secondary peaks dominate. The stars indicate the secondary peak whose corresponding peak is visible in the overtone. The two panels show different portions of the same spectra.

show all vibrational peaks since frequencies for all known adsorbed hydrogen peaks are redshifted relative to the gas phase.

5.4 Ortho to Para Conversion

As introduction in section 3.4 ortho to para conversion is expected to occur in solid $\text{H}_2$ at a slow rate of 1.9%/hr [41]. In gaseous hydrogen it is expected to occur at an
Figure 5.7: Vibrational Spectra of adsorbed H$_2$ in MOF-5 that demonstrates that the intensity of the peaks due to H$_2$ at the secondary sites is decreased in the overtone. Concentration of 3 H$_2$ per metal site binding site. The spectrum from the fundamental region (black) has been plotted in the overtone region (red) with the frequency axis stretched by a factor of two and the y axis scaled by a factor of 1/60. The intensity in the overtone of the secondary Q(0) peak at 8052 cm$^{-1}$ is 1/(125±20) of the intensity in the fundamental. This is in contrast to the primary Q(0) which is only down by a factor of 1/2.5 and the primary Q(1) which is down by a factor of 1/14. The feature indicated by the star is a secondary Q(1) peak in the fundamental and is not evident in the overtone. This demonstrates how suppressed the secondary peaks are relative to the primary. This is very different from the fundamental region where the secondary peaks are of the same order of magnitude as the primary.

extremely slow rate [52]. However we observed conversion occurring on the order of minutes when exposing hydrogen gas to a cold MOF-5 sample (30-40K). By keeping the temperature constant and observing change in the spectra over time we have analyzed this conversion. Ortho to para conversion is both interesting in its own right and allows us to identify the origin of peaks by observing which ones change as a function of time when temperature and concentration are held constant. This tells us whether the peaks are associated with an initial J=0 or J=1 quantum number as the first is expected to grow with time and the second is expected to decrease. We initially measured the conversion using the MCT detector (Fig. 5.8). However as described in section 4.1.3, due to its lack of sensitivity the MCT requires a long averaging time to obtain a sufficient signal to noise ratio. This is not ideal to study the rapidly changing conversion phenomena. Thus we repeated the experiment with the InGaAs detector which as
Figure 5.8: Ortho to Para Conversion Spectra taken using MCT detector. MOF-5 loaded with a concentration of 0.9 H$_2$/metal and a temperature of 37-39 K. a) Shows the fundamental region. The far right peak is due to hydrogen at the secondary site. b) Shows the overtone region; it is clear that initially most of the hydrogen is in the ortho ($J=1$) state (red) and that after conversion has taken place most of it is in the para ($J=0$) state (purple). The two panels show different portions of the same spectra. Thus spectra taken at each point in time are experimentally identical.

described in section 4.1.3 is about 100 times more sensitive than the MCT (Fig. 5.9). This allowed us to obtain data earlier in the conversion process. We determined the number of ortho H$_2$ to para H$_2$ as a function of time using a multi step process. First the peaks are each fitted to a single Voigt function, which is a convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian. However the area of the peaks corresponds to the number of hydrogens molecules times the relevant dipole moment. To determine the dipole moment for the
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Figure 5.9: Ortho to Para Conversion Spectra taken using InGaAs detector. MOF-5 loaded with a concentration of approximately 0.9 H\textsubscript{2} /metal, and a temperature of 40-42 K. The spectra of H\textsubscript{2} in the overtone region are taken with the InGaAs detector and a resolution of 0.25 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.

Q\textsubscript{2}(0) and Q\textsubscript{2}(1) transitions we took the ratio of two spectra taken at different times in the conversion process. By comparing a spectra to one taken earlier in the conversion process we produced a difference spectra (Fig. 5.10). This has an upward-going peak due to an increased para H\textsubscript{2} concentration, and a downward peak due to decreasing ortho H\textsubscript{2} concentration. Under the assumption that no changes in the system of adsorbed concentration or temperature occurred during this time we are assured that each peak corresponds to the same number of molecules and thus the relative intensity is indicative of the dipole moment. Thus we believe that the dip at 8021 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and the peak at 8036 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are caused by the same number of molecules. Now we can convert the relative intensity of the Q(0) and Q(1) peaks into a relative number of ortho and para H\textsubscript{2} and thus plot the ratio in the adsorbed phase as a function of time (Fig. 5.11).

The conversion we have observed in MOF-5 and in other materials including Zn-MOF-74 [51, 53] was surprising as there are no inhomogeneous magnetic fields in Zn based MOFs which would be the standard explanation for an increased rate of ortho to para conversion of molecular hydrogen in the adsorbed phase. Conversion does occur in the magnetic versions of MOF-74 at a much faster rate [53]. Within the past year there has been theoretical work done to explain conversion processes in non magnetic materials where conversion is proposed to occur through “Fermi” contact interaction or non zero
Figure 5.10: Relative absorbance of ortho and para hydrogen. a) The fundamental region taken with the MCT detector at a resolution of 0.5 cm$^{-1}$ and a concentration of 0.9 H$_2$/metal. The fundamental region is ill suited for the goal of establishing the dipole moment of adsorbed hydrogen as the secondary and primary peaks overlap. b) The overtone region taken with the InGaAs detector, a concentration of 0.9 H$_2$/metal, and a resolution of 0.125 cm$^{-1}$. Analysis of the overtone spectrum is used to determine the intensity caused by the same number of molecules in the ortho and para states.

Probability of electron density occurring at the hydrogen nucleus which leads to a faster rate of conversion than previously envisioned for this type of material [42, 54]. In this case angular momentum is conserved by the flipping of an electron spin on the MOF leading to the flipping of a nuclear spin on the hydrogen.
Figure 5.11: Rate of Ortho to Para Conversion: the number of ortho and para H$_2$ are calibrated relative to intensity using methods described in Fig. 5.10. The ortho/para intensity ratio is scaled by 0.6±0.1 to arrive at the ortho to para number ratio. The InGaAs detector allows for faster collection of data, thus earlier measurements of the conversion rate.
5.5 Overtone Width

Figure 5.12: Spectra of overtone and fundamental which shows sharpness of H$_2$ overtone in MOF-5 with a concentration of about 0.9 H$_2$ per metal, showing overtone (bottom) and fundamental regions (top) on the same scale but taken with different detectors. The fundamental spectra is taken with the MCT detector and a resolution of 0.25 cm$^{-1}$. The overtone spectra is taken with the InGaAs detector at a resolution of 0.06 cm$^{-1}$. Both graphs have the same range of frequencies to assist in the comparison of peak width. The FWHM is shown as black bars on all spectra.

Figure 5.12 shows a comparison between the overtone and fundamental regions on the same frequency scale. The top spectrum shows fundamental region, spectrum taken with a resolution of 0.25 cm$^{-1}$ at 38 K with the MCT detector. When fitted to a mixed gaussian and lorentzian profile the fundamental Q(0) peak was 99% lorentzian, the Q(1) displayed a lower percentage of lorentzian. The absence of a good fit for the Q(1) fundamental is likely due to overlap with secondary peaks. The bottom spectrum shows overtone region, spectrum taken with a resolution of 0.06 cm$^{-1}$ at 43 K with InGaAs detector. Both graphs show frequency ranges of 22 cm$^{-1}$. The frequency axis has not been scaled. This demonstrates the sharp character of the overtone transition beyond the fact that the resolution used for the overtones is higher. The full width at half max (FWHM) for the overtone is 0.56 and 0.53 for the Q(1) and Q(0) respectively.
while it is 1.1 and 1.0 for the fundamental. Both scans were Fourier transformed using the Boxcar apodization which results in higher resolution than the Bartlett apodization which is used in all other spectra. The sharp character of the overtone is indicative of a large lifetime of the excited state based on the energy, time uncertainty principle $\Delta E \Delta t \geq \hbar/2$. The apparent slow relaxation time from the $\nu = 2$ state indicates that H$_2$ coupling to the MOF is slower at these frequencies. When fit to a mixed gaussian lorentzian profile the overtone peaks were primary lorentzian in shape, at least 70 % percent, though they varied somewhat depending on the resolution. This indicates a lifetime limited peak width and not an inhomogeneous broadening. This is consistent with the results from the fundamental region. Inhomogeneous broadening, caused by different molecules experiencing slightly different environments throughout the material, would result in the overtones having twice the width of the fundamental [49].
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Analysis

Here we continue the discussion of the nature of the induced dipole moment and the two mechanisms which cause it. The nature of the dipole moment directly impacts the intensity of peaks in the spectrum of adsorbed hydrogen, as shown in section 3.1.1. This particularly effects the relative intensity or probability of observing various transitions.

When the hydrogen is adsorbed into the MOF it becomes infrared active since hydrogen transitions change the dipole moment of the system through gas-MOF interactions. This occurs through two mechanisms. The first is the polarizability mechanism in which the electric field from the MOF induces a dipole moment in the hydrogen, separating the charge and making the hydrogen visible or able to absorb incident light. The second mechanism is the quadrupole induction mechanism in which the permanent quadrupole moment of the hydrogen induces an additional dipole moment in the MOF atoms upon hydrogen being adsorbed. While gas phase hydrogen also has a quadrupole moment, any affect caused by free hydrogen is broadened out due to the brief interaction time and falls off with a one over distance to the fourth power, thus is not significant for our spectrum. The induced dipole moment caused by the polarizability mechanism is:

\[ \vec{\mu}_{\text{ind,pol}} = \alpha_{H_2} \cdot \vec{E}_{\text{MOF}}, \]

where \( \alpha_{H_2} \) is the polarizability tensor of the hydrogen molecule and \( E_{\text{MOF}} \) is the electric field from the MOF. In principal \( \alpha_{H_2} \) is a function of \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). However as we will show the anisotropic component of \( \alpha_{H_2} \) is negligible. Polarizability is a measure of how easily an electric field creates a separation of charge. The induced dipole moment caused by the quadrupole induction mechanism at each point in the framework is:

\[ \vec{\mu}_{\text{ind,MOF}} = \alpha_{\text{MOF}} \cdot \vec{E}_{\text{quad}}, \]

(6.2)
where $\alpha_{MOF}$ is the polarizability of the MOF, and is not uniform over the whole framework since it depends on the specific atoms. The electric field from the permanent quadrupole moment of the hydrogen is $\vec{E}_{quad} = Q_{H_2}(\theta, \phi)/R^4$, where $Q_{H_2}$ is the quadrupole moment of the hydrogen molecule and the $\theta$ and $\phi$ dependence reflect the fact that the direction of the quadrupole field depends on the orientation of the hydrogen molecule. $\vec{E}_{quad}$ interacts with this polarizability of the MOF to induce dipoles in the MOF structure. Here R is the distance from the hydrogen center of mass to a point on the structure. To get the total induced dipole moment from the quadrupole mechanism we sum over the whole structure.

$$\vec{\mu}_{ind,quad} = \sum_{MOF} Q_{H_2}(\theta, \phi)\alpha_{MOF}R^{-4}. \quad (6.3)$$

This term could in principle be calculated by performing a sum over the framework. However that would require knowing the exact polarizability at each point and is presently intractable. It is important to note that while we know the R dependence of the quadrupole electric field at each point we do not know the R dependence of $\vec{\mu}_{ind,quad}$ since calculating it involves a vector sum. In the extreme one could imagine situations in which due to symmetry there was no induced dipole moment.

The total change in the dipole moment of the system which is responsible for the peaks in the absorption spectra is defined as:

$$\vec{\mu}_{sys} = \vec{\mu}_{ind,pol} + \vec{\mu}_{ind,quad}. \quad (6.4)$$

We do not know the relative magnitude of each term, however it is useful to rewrite Eq. 6.4 as:

$$\vec{\mu}_{sys} = C\alpha_{H_2} + DQ_{H_2}(\theta, \phi), \quad (6.5)$$

where C depends on the MOF electric field and D depends on the sum over the MOF but both are approximately constant over the hydrogen molecule when it sits at a potential minimum at a binding site.

### 6.1 Transitions and Mechanisms

In the following sections we explore which transitions are due to what mechanism (table 6.1) and how this changes in the overtone. Here we outline the dependence. We justify our statements in sections 6.2-6.3. Comparing the origin of various transitions can give us insight into the hydrogen molecules’ behavior and help us understand our spectra (Fig. 6.1). The pure vibrational transition in the ground rotational state, $Q(0)$, is purely due

...
Table 6.1: Peaks and summary of the contributions from polarizability mechanism and quadrupole induction mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q(0)</th>
<th>S(0)</th>
<th>Q(1)</th>
<th>S(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polarizability Mechanism</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrupole Induction</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: The Q and S bands for the fundamental and overtone region. This illustrates the change in the relative intensity between fundamental and overtone. The frequency window on horizontal axis is the same for all panels. Top shows fundamental peaks; bottom shows corresponding overtone peaks. All spectra are taken with MCT detector with hydrogen loaded to a concentration of approximately 0.9 H₂/metal at 40 K and a resolution of 0.5 cm⁻¹. The purple spectra are initial data before much conversion has taken place, red shows data after conversion has caused the ortho to para ratio to come to close to its final value. The stars indicate peaks associated with secondary sites. The arrows indicate the peak for which each panel is labeled.

to the polarizability mechanism. This is because the J=0 state is spherically symmetric, so has no quadrupole moment. The S peak transitions which involve a change in the rotational, J quantum number, are caused by the quadrupole induction mechanism. The polarizability mechanism is largely isotropic and therefore contributes negligibly. The Q(1) pure vibrational transition with J=1 is caused by both mechanisms. Thus it is interesting but challenging to examine theoretically.

Figure 6.1 demonstrates that while the Q peaks become much sharper in the overtone, as described in section 5.5, the S peaks do not. The S peak width is dependent on
the lifetime in the excited state which is due to the relaxation from J=2 to J=0 or J =3 to J=1 due to coupling to a MOF phonon which does not depend significantly on the vibrational state. Again neither the Q or S peaks experience the inhomogeneous broadening predicted by Buckingham (described in section 5.5). Both the S and Q peaks in the overtones when fit to a mixed Gaussian and Lorentzian line profile are at least 70% Lorentzian. This further supports the lack of inhomogeneous broadening which would tend to result in a Gaussian profile [55].

6.2 Pure vibrational Q(0) transition

When examining the Q(0) pure vibrational transition we only consider the polarizability mechanism. The J=0 state is spherically symmetric and thus has no quadrupole moment. The predicted intensity of transitions, which is proportional to $|\langle \psi_i | \mu_{sys} | \psi_f \rangle|^2$, should follow the exact same form (except for a frequency prefactor) as the predicted line intensities in raman spectroscopy [43, 56], given by Ref [57]. This can be understood using the same reasoning as in section 3.3.1: the electric field acts like a photon with infinite wavelength. Thus the physical process of an infrared photon exciting a transition is completely analogous to the two photon process used in Raman spectroscopy. We can make sense of the Q(0) transition purely by following theory [58, 59], and experiment [21, 22, 37] for Raman transitions in gas phase hydrogen. Our ultimate goal is to explain our observed relative intensity of hydrogen in the fundamental versus the overtone.

We follow the theory presented in Knippers et. al. for homonuclear diatomic molecules [22]. While HD is not a homonuclear molecule its electronic wavefunction is almost exactly the same as in H$_2$ and D$_2$ thus it follows the same theory to a good approximation. The polarizability is given as a tensor; in the frame where the Z axis is parallel to the hydrogen molecular axis it is:

$$\alpha_{X'Y'Z'} = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha_\parallel & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \alpha_\perp & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \alpha_\perp \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

It is traditionally described in terms of an isotropic part \( \bar{\alpha} \) which does not depend on angular coordinates \( \theta \) and \( \phi \), and an anisotropic part \( \gamma \) which does:

$$\bar{\alpha} = \frac{1}{3} (\alpha_\parallel + 2 \alpha_\perp),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

$$\gamma = \alpha_\parallel - \alpha_\perp.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)
The polarizability is written as an expansion in the dimensionless quantity $\xi$ (Eq. 3.26) which is used in the Dunham expansion of the potential (section 3.2.1.3):

$$\xi = \frac{r - r_e}{r_e},$$

$\xi$ describes the separation of the hydrogen nuclei from equilibrium position relative to each other. The isotropic part of the polarizability is:

$$\bar{\alpha} = \bar{\alpha}_0 + \bar{\alpha}'\xi + \frac{1}{2}\bar{\alpha}''\xi^2 + \ldots$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

The anisotropic part, $\gamma$ is:

$$\gamma = \gamma_0 + \gamma'\xi + \frac{1}{2}\gamma''\xi^2 + \ldots,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

$$\bar{\alpha}_0 = \bar{\alpha}(\xi = 0), \quad \bar{\alpha}' = \frac{\partial \bar{\alpha}}{\partial \xi}|_{\xi = 0}, \text{ etc.}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

Knippers expresses the intensity of a pure vibrational transition from the ground state to some excited state as:

$$I_{\nu \leftarrow 0} \propto F(\nu) \times \sum_{M,M'} \frac{1}{2J+1} |\langle \nu, J, M'|\alpha_{j,k}|\nu = 0, J, M \rangle|^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

where the factor $(2J + 1)^{-1}$ is to account for double counting in the sum over the $M$ quantum numbers, $F(\nu)$ is a frequency prefactor, $\alpha_{j,k}$ is the polarizability matrix element which depends on the hydrogen vibrational state and is directly proportional to the induced dipole moment as seen in Eq. 6.1. We neglect any change in the electric field from the MOF due to the change in the hydrogen vibrational state which might change the induced dipole moment. It is a secondary effect, so can be ignored. A temperature dependent factor that would describe the population of various states at equilibrium is absorbed into the proportionality of Eq. 6.12. At the temperatures of our experiment it is reasonable to assume that virtually all hydrogen molecules are in the vibrational ground state (as described in chapter 3.5). All molecules should also be in the $J=0$ rotational ground state. However, the limited speed of ortho to para conversion leads to a significant population of the $J=1$ rotationally excited state. As Knippers shows it is possible to separate Eq. 6.12 into a contribution from the isotropic, $\bar{\alpha}$, and anisotropic $\gamma$ parts of the polarizability using the tensor nature of $\alpha$:

$$I_{\nu \leftarrow 0} \propto F(\nu) \times \left(|\langle \nu, J|\bar{\alpha}|\nu = 0, J \rangle|^2 + \frac{7}{45} S_J |\langle \nu, J|\gamma|\nu = 0, J \rangle|^2\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.13)

where $S_J = J(J+1)/(2J+3)(2J-1)$. Because the $Q(0)$ is isotropic the $S_J$ term is zero in this case and thus the anisotropic $\gamma$ term does not contribute.
We now compare our results to the predictions using matrix elements calculated for molecular hydrogen. Using Eq. 6.13 and noting that for the Q(0) transition $J=0$ and $S_J = 0$, the expression becomes:

$$I_{\nu \leftarrow 0} \propto \nu \times |\langle \nu, J|\bar{\alpha}|\nu = 0, J \rangle|^2,$$

(6.14)

since $F(\nu) = \nu$ for infrared spectroscopy [60]. Many authors have calculated the necessary matrix elements for gas phase hydrogen and we summarize the results below.

Table 6.2: A comparison of relative intensities of the Q(0) transition in the overtone and fundamental. As described in equation 6.14 the intensity is dependent on the matrix element $\langle \nu, J|\bar{\alpha}|\nu = 0, J \rangle$. Both for H$_2$ in the gas phase as predicted by theory and our observed relative intensity for adsorbed H$_2$. Only H$_2$ is used since the spectra of D$_2$ and HD in the fundamental region do not result in clear peaks.

| Reference                  | $\langle 20|\bar{\alpha}|00 \rangle$ | $\langle 10|\bar{\alpha}|00 \rangle$ | $I_{2\nu \leftarrow 0}/I_{1\nu \leftarrow 0}$ |
|----------------------------|--------------------------------------|--------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Expansion (Eq. 6.18)       | N/A                                  | N/A                                  | 1/63                                          |
| Schwartz [59]              | -0.0711                              | 0.7883                               | 1/61.46                                       |
| Bishop$^a$ [58]            | -0.0639                              | 0.7168                               | 1/62.92                                       |
| Bishop$^b$ [58]            | -0.0652                              | 0.7171                               | 1/60.48                                       |
| MOF-5 experiment           | N/A                                  | N/A                                  | 1/(2.5±0.5)                                   |

a) experimental numbers
b) theoretical numbers

It is apparent that that our results differ by an order of magnitude from the ab initio calculated matrix elements. Interestingly the secondary Q(0) overtone (Fig. 5.7) is lower in intensity by a factor of $1/(125\pm20)$ which is the same order of magnitude as the theoretical predictions. To understand this amplification of the primary peaks and the consequences for the hydrogen-MOF interaction we now explore an approach that utilizes the expansion of $\alpha$ presented by Knippers [22]. To solve for the relative intensity we refer back to Eq. 3.28 where the vibrational wavefunctions, obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation for the anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, are written in terms of simple harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. Here the hydrogen is in the potential (Eq. 3.37):

$$U(\xi) = a_0(\xi^2 + a_1\xi^3 + a_2\xi^4 + ....) + U_{cd}(\xi),$$

where $a_1$ is significant as the coefficient for the anharmonic term of the Hamiltonian, and $U_{cd}$ is the correction due to vibrational rotational coupling. The vibrational wavefunctions depend on $B_e$ and $\omega_e$ which are the rotational and vibrational molecular constants. Townes summarizes the mass dependence of all molecular constants, making the point that if they are measured for one isotopologue their values for other isotopologues can
be found using these relations:

\[ \omega_e \propto \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu}} \quad B_e \propto \frac{1}{\mu} \quad \alpha_e \propto \frac{1}{\mu^{3/2}}, \quad (6.15) \]

where \( \alpha_e \) is a measure of the rotational and vibrational coupling and indicates how the rotational constant changes with vibrational state. Here \( \mu \) is the reduced mass, where \( \mu_{D_2} = 2\mu_{H_2} \) and \( \mu_{HD} = 4\mu_{H_2}/3 \) as shown in Eq. 3.11 and Eq. 3.12. Our examination of intensity takes advantage of these relations.

Using these solutions Knippers derives that the intensity for the fundamental Q(0) transition:

\[ I_{1\rightarrow 0} = F(\nu) \times \frac{B_e}{\omega_e} \alpha'^2, \quad (6.16) \]

which has a \( 1/\sqrt{\mu} \) dependence. The intensity for the overtone vibrational transition is:

\[ I_{2\rightarrow 0} = F(\nu) \times \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{B_e}{\omega_e} \right)^2 \times (\ddot{\alpha}' + a_1 \ddot{\alpha}')^2, \quad (6.17) \]

and has a \( 1/\mu \) dependence. The relative intensity of the overtone versus the fundamental is:

\[ \frac{I_{2\rightarrow 0}}{I_{1\rightarrow 0}} = \frac{B_e}{\omega_e} \left( a_1 + \ddot{\alpha}' \ddot{\alpha}' \right)^2, \quad (6.18) \]

which has a \( 1/\sqrt{\mu} \) dependence. Again the frequency prefactor for intensity is \( \nu \) in infrared spectroscopy [60] and since \( \nu_{ov}/\nu_{fund} \approx 2 \) the factor of \( 1/2 \) in Eq. 6.18 is canceled. Bishop et al. calculate \( \alpha''/\alpha' = 0.537\pm0.0002 \) [58]. To a good approximation the polarizability is the same for all hydrogen isotopologues. The only difference between the isotopologues is the neutron number in the nuclei which does not effect the charge distribution. Rychlewski [61] calculates the polarizability of H\(_2\), HD and D\(_2\) at multiple equilibrium separation of nuclei. From his results it is apparent that \( \ddot{\alpha} \) differs by less than 1% at each equilibrium separation for each isotopologue with low J quantum number as in the Q(0) and Q(1) transitions. The anharmonic constant from the potential is given as: \( a_1 = -(1 + \omega_e \alpha_e/6B_e^2) \) in terms of molecular constants. By referring to Eq. 6.15 we can see that \( a_1 \) does not depend on mass and thus does not depend on isotopologue, \( a_1 = -1.607 \), for all isotopologues [22]. Thus the only change in \( \frac{I_{2\rightarrow 0}}{I_{1\rightarrow 0}} \) with isotopologue comes from the factor \( \frac{B_e}{\omega_e} \), which is 0.0138 for H\(_2\) [58] and using the known spectroscopic constants is 0.00977 for D\(_2\) [22]. This means that the overtone should be about 100 times less intense for D\(_2\) and about 60 times less intense for H\(_2\).

It is apparent from table 6.2 that our overtone Q(0) peaks are greatly amplified relative to gas phase values. This is a promising result in that these peaks which are predicted to be extremely weak are only decreased in intensity by a factor of 2.5 from the fundamental spectrum. If the intensity were a factor of 60 different then it would be prohibitively
difficult to obtain our overtone spectra. Based on equation 6.18 either the anharmonicity coefficient $a_1$ of the potential expansion or the ratio of the second derivative of the polarizability to the first derivative $\alpha''/\alpha'$ is significantly changed from gas phase. The ratio would either need to become negative or significantly larger than $a_1 = -1.607$ to change the relative intensity.

### 6.3 Rotational Peaks

We show in this section that the S(0) and S(1) peaks in our spectra are dominated by the quadrupole induction mechanism and the effect of the polarizability mechanism can be neglected. This is a consequence of the fact that the anisotropic part of the polarizability, $\gamma$ while not being negligible itself, leads to predicted peaks of negligible intensity. This can be quantitatively seen by returning to the predicted relative line intensities in Raman spectroscopy [57]:

\[
S(J) \propto \frac{7}{30} |\langle \nu J | \gamma | \nu' J + 2 \rangle|^2 K(J + 1)
\]  

\[
Q(J) \propto (2J + 1) |\langle \nu J | \bar{\alpha} | \nu' J \rangle|^2 - \frac{1}{15} |\langle \nu J | \gamma | \nu' J \rangle|^2 \frac{J(J+1)(2J+1)}{(2J+3)(2J-1)}
\]  

\[
K(J) = \frac{J(J+1)}{(2J+1)}
\]

Using matrix elements from [59] this predicts from the polarizability mechanism that S(0) is approximately 9 % as intense as Q(0) in the fundamental and S(1) is approximately 16 % as intense as Q(0). Our data are clearly inconsistent with these predictions since both S peaks are actually more intense than the Q(0) peak in the fundamental region 5.1. Thus we can conclude that the S peak intensities arise mainly from the Quadrupole mechanism. The strong S peaks that allow for this approximation are an unusual feature of MOF-5 and do not occur in other materials as shown in Fig. 6.2.

For the ease of calculation we now proceed as if the entire S peak intensity arises from the quadrupole induction mechanism. From this assumption we can treat the quadrupole induction mechanism similarly to how we treated the polarizability mechanism. First we examine the intensity of a transition from the ground vibrational state $\nu = 0$:

\[
I_{\nu \rightarrow 0, J+2 \rightarrow J} = |\langle 0JM | DQH_2(\theta, \phi) | \nu J'M' \rangle|^2.
\]
Figure 6.2: Typical spectra of adsorbed hydrogen, showing the fundamental region of H₂ in a range of materials, demonstrating the unusually high relative intensity of the S peaks to Q peaks in MOF-5. Spectra taken by previous students in the FitzGerald group.

If we assume that rotations and vibrations are separable we can write this as:

\[ I_{\nu \rightarrow 0, \ J+2 \rightarrow J} = D^2 |\langle 0 | Q(\xi) | \nu \rangle|^2 \times \sum_{M M'} |\langle J M | f(\theta, \phi) | J + 2 M' \rangle|^2. \quad (6.24) \]

The degeneracy has been lifted since now we only sum over the M' quantum numbers that produce a distinct peak in our spectra. However since we are only interested in the ratio of like transitions in the fundamental and overtone region the M dependent term cancels out. Thus we can write it as a constant which depends on J without being concerned about its actual value:

\[ I_{\nu \rightarrow 0, \ J+2 \rightarrow J} = D^2_I \ |\langle 0 | Q(\xi) | \nu \rangle|^2 \quad (6.25) \]

We now write the quadrupole as an expansion in \( \xi \):

\[ Q = Q_e + Q'_e \xi + \frac{1}{2} Q''_e \xi^2. \quad (6.26) \]

Notice the similarity to the Q(0) intensity in the previous section. Since this has the same dependence on \( \xi \) and no J dependence it can be solved in the same way as in section 6.2 to arrive at a similar prediction for relative intensity for the S(J) transitions in the overtone versus fundamental:

\[ \frac{I_{2 \rightarrow 0}}{I_{1 \rightarrow 0}} = \frac{B_e}{\omega_e} \left( a_1 + \frac{Q''_e}{Q'_e} \right)^2. \quad (6.27) \]
Table 6.3: A comparison of relative intensities of the S(0) and S(1) transition in the overtone and fundamental. This is both for H\textsubscript{2} in the gas phase as predicted by theory and our observed relative intensity for adsorbed H\textsubscript{2}. Only H\textsubscript{2} is used since the spectra of D\textsubscript{2} and HD in the fundamental region do not result in clear peaks. Note that there is a factor of two definition difference between Poll et. al. [62] and Karl et. al. [63]. To account for this we have multiplied the results from Karl by two. Experimental numbers are obtained from fitting peaks in Fig. 6.1.

| Reference | \langle 00|Q|12\rangle | \langle 00|Q|22\rangle | \langle 01|Q|13\rangle | \langle 01|Q|23\rangle | I_{S(0)}^{S_2} | I_{S(1)}^{S_2} |
|-----------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|-------------|-------------|
| Expansion | N/A                 | N/A                 | N/A                 | N/A                 | 1/19        | 1/19        |
| Karl [63] | 0.1568              | -0.0234             | 0.1442              | -0.0236             | 1/22.5      | 1/18.7      |
| Poll [62] | 0.15666             | -0.023285           | 0.14409             | -0.023652           | 1/22.633    | 1/18.557    |
| Experiment| N/A                 | N/A                 | N/A                 | N/A                 | 1/(17±1)    | 1/(22±4)    |

We obtained values for \(Q_e''\) and \(Q_e'\) by fitting the quadrupole moment as a function of internuclear separation calculated by Poll et. al. [62].

The good agreement with theory for the relativity intensities of the S peaks obtained using the IR spectrum of trapped hydrogen in MOF-5 (table 6.3) suggests that the quadrupole mechanism is not significantly changed from gas phase while the polarizability mechanism for hydrogen at the metal site is given the much larger overtones of the Q(0) peak than predicted.

### 6.4 Q(1) Transition

We now turn our attention to the Q(1) transition which is an effect of both the quadrupole induction mechanism and the polarizability mechanism. We note that the intensity is:

\[
I_{\nu\rightarrow 0}Q(1) = |\langle \nu, 1, M|\mu_{\text{sys}}|0, 1, M'\rangle|^2, \tag{6.28}
\]

since we cannot now neglect any part of the total dipole moment given in Eq. 6.4. Thus we rewrite the intensity as:

\[
I_{\nu\rightarrow 0}Q(1) = |\langle \nu, 1, M|C\alpha_{\text{H}_2} + DQ_{\text{H}_2}(\theta, \phi)|0, 1, M'\rangle|^2. \tag{6.29}
\]

This can now be expanded

\[
I_{\nu\rightarrow 0}Q(1) = C^*C|\langle \nu, 1, M|\alpha_{\text{H}_2}|0, 1, M'\rangle|^2 + D^*D|\langle \nu, 1, M|Q_{\text{H}_2}(\theta, \phi)|0, 1, M'\rangle|^2 \tag{6.30}
\]

\[
+ C^*D \langle \nu, 1, M|\alpha_{\text{H}_2}|0, 1, M'\rangle^* \langle \nu, 1, M|Q_{\text{H}_2}(\theta, \phi)|0, 1, M'\rangle
\]

\[
+ D^*C \langle \nu, 1, M|Q_{\text{H}_2}(\theta, \phi)|0, 1, M'\rangle^* \langle \nu, 1, M|\alpha_{\text{H}_2}|0, 1, M'\rangle.
\]
The first two terms can be evaluated as we did in the previous two sections. However the second two terms, the cross terms, are intractable as we do not even know their sign or whether they add or subtract to the whole intensity. It is still illustrative to explore the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>(I_{2\nu=0}/I_{1\nu=0})</th>
<th>Mechanism (Matrix Element)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz [59]</td>
<td>1/60</td>
<td>Polarizability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poll [62]</td>
<td>1/31</td>
<td>Quadrupole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl [63]</td>
<td>1/30</td>
<td>Quadrupole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-5 Q(1)</td>
<td>1/(14±3)</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-5 Q(0)</td>
<td>1/(2.5±0.5)</td>
<td>Polarizability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOF-5 S(1)</td>
<td>1/(22±4)</td>
<td>Quadrupole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

predictions for the relative intensity if the Q(1) was purely as result of the polarizability mechanism or the quadrupole induction mechanism. We summarize these predictions in table 6.4. The experimental numbers do not agree with theory for either mechanism. This indicates that there is as expected a combination of both mechanisms. The Q(0) peak intensity which is purely a result of the polarizability mechanism is a factor of 1/2.5 down from the fundamental to the overtone. The rotational, S peaks, which are dominated by the quadrupole induction mechanism, are approximately a factor of 1/20 down. The Q(1) is a factor of 1/14 down which is reasonably between the two effects and is consistent with being a combination of the two mechanisms.

So to summarize we see that while it is possible that the unusual intensity of the Q(0) overtone could be an effect of the DRIFTS technique it seems unlikely since the Q(0) and Q(1) are so close in frequency - only about 15 cm\(^{-1}\) apart. If DRIFTS were responsible we would expect to see the same amplification in the Q(1), which is not observed. It is improbable that a frequency dependent effect would vary on such a short range.

One could also argue that the Q\(_1\)(0)/Q\(_2\)(0) relative intensity is an effect of a suppression of the Q(0) peak in the fundamental region. However the fact that the S(1) is suppressed in the overtone relative to the Q(1), \(I_{Q_1(1)}/I_{S_1(1)} = 0.77±0.04\) while \(I_{Q_2(1)}/I_{S_2(1)} = 1.5±0.55\), indicates that this is not the case.

It could also be that the H\(_2\) molecule itself is significantly perturbed, but this is inconsistent with the near-perfect agreement of the frequencies with the Buckingham predictions as described in section 5.1.
The relative intensity of the S peaks in the overtone agreeing so well with predictions (table 6.3) could be a fortuitous coincidence but it is highly suggestive that the quadrupole induction mechanism term is behaving as expected from theory for free hydrogen.

Therefore it appears that the polarizability mechanism term has had its anharmonicity greatly increased while leaving all other terms consistent with free hydrogen theory and thus not significantly perturbed. This points to an intriguing modification of the hydrogen molecule that is yet unresolved. Possible explanations could center around non-linear effects in that the hydrogen at the metal site, about 3.6 Å away from the metal [28], experiences both a very large electric field on the order of $10^{10}$ V/m and a large gradient in the electric field.
Chapter 7

Further Work

7.1 Translational Peaks in the Overtone

Figure 7.1: Spectra showing lack of translational peaks in the overtone. The primary region spectrum (red) has been scaled down by a factor of 1/10 and plotted over the overtone spectrum (blue). The translational peaks would need to be suppressed by a factor of at least 1/50 to be within the noise. This is in contrast to the Q(0) which is a factor of 1/2.5 less intense in the overtone and Q(1) which is suppressed by a factor of 1/14.

One of the remaining mysteries is why in our overtone spectrum we see no peaks due to the translational transitions (described in section 3.2.3). One possible explanation is to say that the translational sideband in the fundamental region is due mainly to the quadrupole induction mechanism. Then it might, like the S peaks, be greatly reduced in the overtone to be within the noise (Fig. 7.1).
7.2 Ortho to Para Conversion

In the future we would like to extend the work done on ortho to para conversion using the overtone as a new and powerful probe of the conversion rate. It is possible that the long time required for the pressure in these materials to come to total equilibrium due to hydrogen molecules ‘hopping’ from site to site could distort our ortho to para ratio. Thus we would like to perform a control experiment using HD which does not exhibit the o-p conversion. In HD the nuclei are not identical thus no molecules are trapped in the J=1 state. This is both expected theoretically and confirmed in our spectra when we see only one vibrational peak (Fig. 5.4). Therefore any change in the HD peak intensity over time at constant temperature and concentration would purely be due to the change in number of molecules occupying the primary metal site and not due to conversion.

We would also like to probe the timescale of D$_2$ conversion. As stated in section 3.4 at room temperature D$_2$ has a 1:2 ratio of more J=0 molecules than J=1. This ratio is eventually expected to come to mainly J=0 molecules but with a much slower rate than H$_2$ in molecular solids [41]. Since the overtone spectra D$_2$ is resolved and not over complicated by MOF-5 peaks it might be possible to obtain a timescale for D$_2$ conversion which is predicted to be about seven times slower than H$_2$ conversion [42]. However the rate at which the system, the MOF and the hydrogen, loses energy or relaxes from the J=1 to J=0 state could be shorter for D$_2$ simply because the energy being dissipated is proportional to the rotational constant which has a one over reduced mass dependence and thus is small for D$_2$. Thus experimentally measuring a rate of conversion would be of much experimental and theoretical interest to understanding the mechanism of o-p conversion in adsorbed hydrogen in MOF-5.

7.3 Rotational Splitting

As seen in Fig. 5.3 there appears to be some splitting of the S$_2$(0) D$_2$ and HD transition. In the fundamental region it is possible that this is false and due only to MOF-5 confusion. In the clean overtone spectrum it is more intriguing. We would like to do further work, using the InGaAs detector (described in section 4.1.3) to study the HD S(0) overtone. However as there are no easily available filters to use in the region unlike the H$_2$ Q(0) overtone, we are working on building a broader than usual monochromator that would provide a tunable frequency window of about 100 cm$^{-1}$ with which we could study both the HD overtone and other regions in extensive detail.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

For the first time we have measured the overtones of H$_2$, HD and D$_2$ in the material MOF-5. We found that parts of the overtone spectrum are much more intense and thus more useful than expected for understanding the behavior of trapped gases. The overtone spectrum provides a new tool to study the behavior of trapped hydrogen and has allowed for the study of the H$_2$ isotopologue spectrum in MOF-5. The intensity of transitions dominated by the quadrupole induction mechanism agree reasonably well with theory formulated for gaseous hydrogen. The intensity of transitions dominated by the polarizability mechanism are greatly enhanced over what is expected in the overtone. This suggests some interesting modification of the hydrogen polarizability when trapped in the MOF. Now that we have demonstrated the feasibility of studying the overtone spectrum there are possibilities to apply this technique to other materials and perhaps other gases. Gases such as carbon dioxide and methane are infrared active which means that residual gas phase peaks complicate the spectrum in the fundamental region [64–66]. However, if as in H$_2$ the adsorbed overtone spectrum of these gases is greatly enhanced relative to gas phase the spectrum would become much clearer.
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Appendix A
Appendix A. Hydrogen Absorbance Spectra

Figure A.1: Unscaled vibrational bands of H$_2$ both in fundamental region (top) and overtone region (bottom). Spectra are shown at concentrations of 0.2 (light) and 0.7 (dark) hydrogens per metal. The two panels show different portions of the same spectra, the width of both regions is 25 cm$^{-1}$. 
Figure A.2: Unscaled vibrational bands of HD both in fundamental region (top) and overtone region (bottom). Spectra are shown at concentrations of 0.2 (light) and 0.7 (dark) hydrogens per metal. The two panels show different portions of the same spectra. The width of both regions is 25 cm\(^{-1}\).
Figure A.3: Unscaled vibrational bands of D$_2$ both in fundamental region (top) and overtone region (bottom). Spectra are shown at concentrations of 0.2 (light) and 0.7 (dark) hydrogens per metal. The two panels show different portions of the same spectra with the exception of the 0.7 hydrogen/Zn concentration D$_2$ overtone for which a broadband filter (described in section 4.1.3) was used. The width of both regions is 25 cm$^{-1}$. 
Figure A.4: Unscaled rovibrational bands of H$_2$ both in fundamental region (top) and overtone region (bottom). Spectra are at a concentrations of 0.9 hydrogens per metal. The two panels show different portions of the same spectra. The width of both regions is 350 cm$^{-1}$, stars indicate areas where the MOF-5 background spectrum did not correctly cancel out.
Figure A.5: Unscaled rovibrational bands of HD both in fundamental region (top) and overtone region (bottom). Spectra are at concentrations of 0.7 HD/Zn in the fundamental and 0.9 HD/Zn in the overtone. The width of both regions is 350 cm$^{-1}$. Stars indicate areas where the MOF-5 background spectrum did not correctly cancel out.
Figure A.6: Unscaled rovibrational bands of D$_2$ both in fundamental region (top) and overtone region (bottom). Spectra are at a concentrations of 0.7 D$_2$/Zn. The width of both regions is 350 cm$^{-1}$, x indicates adsorbed D$_2$ peaks in order to distinguish them from the MOF-5 spectra not canceling out.
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